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Bird Control in Farm Sheds

Bird Protection Systems for Farm Sheds

Protecting your equipment from destructive birds

Simple bird control in 3 easy steps
1.  Remove any bird nests and clean up bird mess.
     Birds will regularly come back to places that have been inhabited by birds before. 
     Cleaning up nests and bird mess makes the area far less attractive to birds.
     Wash areas well with soapy water to remove the smell of birds.

2.  Get rid of resident birds.
     Birds that are currently living in your shed will be the hardest to deter. Often birds will
     come back to the same nesting spots each year bringing their offspring with them.
     Removing these resident birds will go along way in helping to solve your bird problem.
     Birds can be humanely removed using mist net or narcotic paste (page 2).

3.  Install bird deterrents.
     Once the previous 2 steps have been completed, bird deterrents can be installed.
     Bird deterrents will prevent birds from wanting to come into your shed and will stop 
     them from nesting in this area.
     The most effective way to keep pest birds away from your farm shed is to use multiple   
     bird deterrents, setting these up in a package to keep the birds away.
     A combination of bird deterrents has far greater effect on birds than the individual
     products used on their own.
     In farm sheds the best method is to use a sound deterrent (page 3) combined with some
     visual deterrents (page 4). Roost aversion products can also be used to keep birds off
     rafters and other perch and nesting areas.
     This combination keeps your farm shed free of pest birds, keeping your shed and farm 
     equipment clean of bird mess and safe from birds nesting.

view information and products online at: www.pestgard.co.nz/farm
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Getting rid of resident birds

An easy way to get rid of resident birds.
Contains alphachloralose which is a narcotic which acts by 
anesthetizing birds rather than killing them. 
This allows birds to be captured and destroyed while other non-target 
birds can be revived.
Spread on bread to target starlings and sparrows or mix with mince 
or fat to target mynas.
Also available in treated wheat for sparrows and other grain eating 
birds and treated peas for pigeons.

Narcotic Paste - Bird Bait

$95.00 + GST

$60.00 + GST
500g Tube

A great way to catch pest birds in farm sheds.
Set this up in bird flight paths to catch pest birds.
How this works?
The net is made of a very fine 0.08mm diameter cord, spaced 
at 28mm apart which is almost invisible when set up. Birds do 
not see it, and fly straight into it and cannot get free.
Available in 15m and 30m lengths.
Both are the same price but 15m is normally easier to use and 
handle in farm sheds.

Mist Net - for live bird capture

$75.00 + GST
15m

Ideal for scaring nuisance birds out through entrance ways or into mist net for 
live capture.
To use, simply shine the laser towards and around the birds to scare them in the 
direction they need to go. Works best in low light conditions.

LPG-50 - Green laser - bird chaser

• High powered - genuine 50mw
• Adjustable point
• Keyed safety switch
• Infrared radiation filter 
• Rechargeable - supplied complete with 

battery charger & two batteries
• Cost effective bird deterrent

$46.00 + GST
1kg with shaker

Curb repellent powder, is ideal for keeping birds away from 
nesting areas. Use after cleanup to help keep birds away from 
these areas. 
Curb can be applied directly in powder form, or mixed 1:10 
with water and sprayed on to surfaces.
Great for use in farm sheds. Can also be used to help prevent 
birds from nesting in tractors.
Use curb in conjunction with other products to keep protect 
you property free from pest birds.
 

Curb - bird repellent

$545.00 + GST

$85.00 + GST
30m
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$60.00 + GST

Bird Deterrents - Sound Deterrents

A popular sound deterrent, the BirdXPeller Pro broadcasts a variety of naturally 
recorded bird distress signals, predator calls and harassment sounds that frighten, 
confuse and disorient pest birds.
- Light sensor for day, night or 24 hour use
- 8 different selectable sounds
- 4 different time settings
- Random setting further confuses birds
- Powered by 230v power adapter or from a 12v battery with optional battery leads.
This unit has been specially programmed with Pestgards sound chip to target star-
lings and sparrows in farm sheds.
Prevents birds from nesting and helps keep them out of your farm shed.

BirdXPeller Pro - starling & sparrow scarer

$660.00 + GST

Bird deterrent alarm system for use in farm sheds and other buildings.
Helps prevent birds from nesting in sheds.
Package Contains of:
• Electronic Control Unit
• 2 x Speakers
• 30m of cable
• 230v power adapter
• Digital Timer
• Cable ties for simple installation.
Emits a series of warning beeps followed by a blast, repeated every
6 minutes.
Operates on either 240 volt mains power of a 12 volt battery.

Bird Buster Shed Pack - stop birds nesting

The QB4 uses varying ultrasonic harassment sounds to 
create an environment birds can’t live in.
Suited for use in fully enclosed sheds, also great for use in 
dairy sheds.
The sound is virtually inaudible to people which makes it the 
best sound unit for areas where people are very close by.
Variable frequency means birds will not get used to the 
sound.
Powered by a 230v power adapter.
Ultrasonic deterrents like the QB4 are the best sound 
deterrents to use if you have problems with swallows.
The optional flashing strobe adds a great visual deterrent to 
the QB4. This also harasses birds and disturbs there sleep 
patterns, so they no longer want to live or nest in your shed.

QB4 - Ultrasonic Bird Repeller

$545.00 + GST

$1395.00 + GST
QB4 & Strobe

$1170.00 + GST
QB4 Only
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Transonic Pro - Pest Repeller
Also helps to deter birds with added harassment sounds.
Can be used as a sound deterrent in small sheds or combine with 
other products in larger sheds.
This is also a very effective rodent repeller, keeping rats and mice 
away from your shed also.
Powered with a 230 volt plug pack but can be run off a 12 volt battery 
with an optional battery lead kit$120.00 + GST

Yardgard - Ultrasonic Bird & Pest Repeller
Keep birds and other pests away with ultrasonic harassment sound. Frightening to 
pests, virtually inaudible to people.
The Yardgard is a weatherproof unit so can also be used safely outdoors.
Powered with a 230 volt plug pack or run on 4 ‘C’ batteries on the motion sensor 
function only. 
Helps to deter swallows, sparrows, starlings and other birds from your shed.
Combine with visual deterrents for best results.
Coverage is up to 150 square metres. $160.00 + GST

Visual Bird Deterrents
Predator Kites
The ultimate visual bird scarer.
• Hang in farm sheds or entry points as a visual bird deterrent.
Made from Tyvek, they are very lightweight, tough and a very 
effective bird deterrent.

Osprey HawkPeregrine Falcon$85.00 + GST
1100mm wingspan

Flash tape uses both light and movement to create an environment that is very 
annoying to birds. This holographic tape is highly reflective with multi-coloured 
flashes of light.
Very effective when set up as streamers at entry points to 
buildings or attached to the roof structure. 
Can be used both inside and out.
50mm wide, price is for 7.6m roll. Longer lengths available. $20.00 + GST

7.6m

Irri-Tape

Strike fear into birds with Terror Eyes.
The huge eyes produce holographic effects that constantly 
change as if they are following the birds.
• 600mm diameter tough balloon - reusable
• Effective holographic eyes.
• Keep birds away from your farm shed.

Terror Eyes

$95.00 + GST

$17.00 + GST
300g Cartridge

Bird Proof Gel - stop birds roosting
The gel creates a very sticky and uncomfortable surface that is unbearable 
to most birds, and tastes awful when they try to peck it off. 
- Simply apply this paste to the area where birds are perching or roosting, 
and they will no longer want to land there.
- Simple application with caulking gun.


